Abstract. A first time description is given of the ice flow at Dome C, Antarctica, around the EPICA drilling site. We used satellite radar altimetry to obtain the precise ice surface topography, airborne radio echo sounding to obtain the ice thickness and satellite SAR interferometry to derive one component of the surface velocity field. The balance flux around the Dome C area is then accurately mapped and comparisons made between driving stress, surface and balance velocity to help us describe the ice flow in the region. As a byproduct of the study, we also recover anomalies in the ice flow conditions in sub-glacial lake locations. These effects result from localy invalid shallow-ice approximation. The results of this study form the basis for future investigations of the ice flow conditions at Dome C in relation to ice core interpretation.
Introduction
The EPICA (European Project on Ice Core drilling in Antarctica) chose Dome C as the site to perform the deepest drilling in Antarctica. The choice of this site was guided by the fact that around the summit of Dome C, the horizontal movement of the ice surface is negligible and thus the total ice column is formed by snowfall accumulation. Hence analysis of the ice cores gives a direct measure of the climate evolution at this place. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how the use of remotely sensed data can help understand the ice movement around the EPICA drilling site. We map the balance, deformation and surface velocities using surface topography, thickness and interferometric synthetic aperture radar data. Finally, we compare all of these velocity fields and draw some conclusions about the ice movement around Dome C. 
Summary.
In this paper, we investigated the flow of ice at Dome C in the area surrounding the deep drilling site. We demonstrated that remotely sensed data may help describe the ice flow by mapping a number of physical parameters of concern for ice flow studies. Ice surface velocities are well recovered from a 69 day temporal baseline ERS interferogram, the balance velocity is accurately mapped using surface and bedrock topographies and the driving stress can also be well described. We found that the shalow-ice approximation is not valid over small sub-glacial lakes. It appears that a method to recover sub-glacial lakes can be achieved using precise topography and velocity. However, our analyses lack an ascending ERS track for a full INSAR description of the surface velocity and of an absolute velocity reference. This situation can be overcome easily with future acquisitions of ERS2 or ENVISAT data. In situ measurements of ice surface velocity will be beneficial to extend the analysis using in situ Doris and GPS surveys (C. Vincent and A. Cappra, personal comm.). The very slow movement (less than 1 cm/a) around the drilling site indicates that the ice present in the core may not have moved more than 1 km from that point, even for very old (deep) ice particles. Van der Veen and Whillans, [1992] showed that there can be discrepancy between the summit of the topography and the flow centre, but addressing this point will require additional and absolute measurements. Additionally, it would be of importance to have an improved measurement of this surface velocity and use modeling to constrain the flow divergence with depth, i.e., the longitudinal strain rate vertical profile [Bolzan, 1985] .
